Emotional Arithmetic

Melanie is a mother and a lover, middle-aged, eccentric, courageous, and often hilariously
unpredictable. Sheâ€™s also deeply scarred by her internment as a child in Drancy, a Nazi
detention camp. Through the humanity and friendship of an English boy, Christopher Lewis,
and her self-appointed protector, Jakob Bronski, Melanie managed to survive. Forty years
later, Jakob, now a frail, well-known Soviet dissident, and Christopher, a writer whoâ€™s
never forgotten the young Melanie, reenter her life. Memories of the past, coupled with her
husbandâ€™s infidelity, upset Melanieâ€™s precarious emotional stability, forcing her to
confront the absurdity of trying to balance good and evil, guilt and love, duty and desire. With
its finely drawn characters, rich humanity, and rare wit, Emotional Arithmetic is a novel of
memory and hope, offering an unforgettable look at how the shadows of the past illuminate the
present.
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27 Nov - 2 min - Uploaded by Movieclips Classic Trailers Subscribe to TRAILERS:
browsr.com Subscribe to COMING SOON: http:// browsr.com SAN SEBASTIAN, Spain -Emotional Arithmetic from director Paolo Barzman, better known for helming episodic TV, is
a theatrical melodrama.
Audience Reviews for Emotional Arithmetic. There are no featured audience reviews yet.
Click the link below to see what others say about.
16 Jan - 2 min Director: Paolo Barzman Production Designer: Jean-Francois Campeau.
Emotional Arithmetic has 41 ratings and 6 reviews. Pat said: I read the book, after seeing the
movie, called Autumn Hearts: A New Beginning. I wanted m.
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